From 2014 Olympia Comprehensive Pan: Land Use and Urban Planning
Introduction
GP5 Sub-area planning is conducted through a collaborative effort by community
members and the City, and is used to shape how neighborhoods grow and develop.
PP5.1 Work with neighborhoods to identify the priorities, assets and challenges of
designated sub-area(s), as well as provide information to increase understanding of
land-use decision-making processes and the existing plans and regulations that could
affect them.
PP5.2 Encourage wide participation in the development and implementation of sub-area
plans.
PP5.3 Define the role that sub-area plans play in City decision-making and resource
allocation.
PP5.4 Allow initiation of sub-area planning by either neighborhoods or the City.
PP5.5 Encourage collaboration between neighborhoods and City representatives.
Sub-area Planning
Much of this Plan applies to the entire Olympia community. However, this is a large area
of over twenty-four square miles with tens of thousands of residents. Thus this Plan
cannot address all of the details of our community. Twelve planning areas, including
downtown, are to be established to provide that opportunity. In general, planning areas
will be comparable to the scale of an elementary school service area with five to ten
thousand residents. As described in the Public Participation and Partners chapter, this
scale will provide the opportunity for interested parties to focus on furthering the
community’s plan for these areas. These sub-area efforts must be consistent with this
Comprehensive Plan.
GL23 Each of the community’s major neighborhoods has its own priorities.
PL23.1 In cooperation with residents, landowners, businesses, and other interested
parties, establish priorities for the planning sub-areas. The specific area, content, and
process for each sub-area is to be adapted to the needs and interests of each area. (See
Goal 5 of Public Participation and Partners chapter.)
PL23.2 Create sub-area strategies that address provisions and priorities for community
health, neighborhood centers and places of assembly, streets and paths, cultural
resources, forestry, utilities, open space and parks.
PL23.3 Develop neighborhood and business community approaches to beautification that
include activities in residential and commercial areas.

